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Important Info!!!



1. e.mail address: [email protected] 2. link: https://sites.google.com/site/advancedmacro2016/ 3. time table: R-Lab on Tuesday at 14:30/16:30
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How does R work? Users are expected to type input (commands) into R in the console window. When R is ready for input, it prints out its prompt, a ” > ”.



Commands: • consist of expressions or assignments; • are separated by a semi-colon (;) or by a newline; • comments can be included and are indicated with a hash (#). The prompt > indicates that R is ready for another command. If a command is incomplete at the end of a line, the prompt + is displayed on subsequent lines until the command is syntactically complete.
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• For example, if the expression 2 + 2 is typed in, the following is printed in the R console: > 2 + 2 [1] 4 > • R can also evaluate other standard calculations: > exp(-2) [1] 0.1353353 > 2*3*4*5 [1] 120 > pi # R knows about pi [1] 3.141593 > 1000*(1 + 0.075)^5 - 1000 [1] 435.6293
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Assignments It is often required to store intermediate results so that they do not need to be re-typed over and over again. To assign a value of 10 to the variable x type: > x 
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Assignments It is often required to store intermediate results so that they do not need to be re-typed over and over again. To assign a value of 10 to the variable x type: > x  x [1] 10 > x + x [1] 20 > sqrt(x) [1] 3.162278
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Case sensitivity and variable names



R is a case-sensitive language, e.g. x and X do not refer to the same variable. Variable names: • can be created using letters, digits and the . (dot) symbol,



e.g. PcGDP, pc.GDP • must not start with a digit or a . followed by a digit. • Some names are used by the system, e.g. c, q, t, C, D, F, I,



T, diff, df, pt - AVOID!
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Objects You cannot perform much statistics on single numbers. R works by creating different objects and using various function calls that create and use those objects.
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Objects You cannot perform much statistics on single numbers. R works by creating different objects and using various function calls that create and use those objects. • Vectors of numbers; • logical values character strings complex numbers; • Matrices and general n-way arrays; • Lists - arbitrary collections of objects of any type, e.g. list of



vectors, list of matrices, etc. • Data frames - lists with a rectangular structure • Functions
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Objects During an R session, objects are created and stored by name. The command > ls() displays all currently-stored objects (workspace). Objects can be removed using > rm(x, a, temp, wt.males) > rm(list=ls()) removes all of the objects in the workspace. At the end of each R session, you are prompted to save your workspace. If you click Yes, all objects are written to the .RData file. When R is re-started, it reloads the workspace from this file and the command history stored in .Rhistory is also reloaded.
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Getting help in R R has a built-in help facility. To get more information on any specific function, e.g. sqrt(), the command is > help(sqrt) An alternative is > ? sqrt Can also obtain help on features specified by special characters. Must enclose in single or double quotes (e.g. ”[[”) > help("[[") Help is also available in HTML format by running > help.start() For more information use > ? help
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Packages ”R”contains different libraries of packages. Packages contain various functions and data sets for numerous purposes, e.g. survival package, genetics package, fda package, etc. Some packages are part of the basic installation. Others can be downloaded from CRAN. To access all of the functions and data sets in a particular package, it must be loaded into the workspace. For example, to load the fda package: > library(MASS) One important thing to note is that if you terminate your session and start a new session with the saved workspace, you must load the packages again.
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An interactive session In this example, the data is stored in the MASS package. This is loaded with the command > library(MASS) Now have access to all functions and data sets stored in this package. We will work with the data set titled whiteside. To display the data: 1 2 3 4



Insul Temp Gas Before -0.8 7.2 Before -0.7 6.9 Before 0.4 6.4 Before 2.5 6.0



This is a particular type of object called a data frame. A full description of these data is found using > ? whiteside
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To remind ourselves of the names of the columns: > names(whiteside) [1] "Insul" "Temp" "Gas" Summary statistics for each column are determined using > summary(whiteside) Insul Temp Before:26 Min. :-0.800 After :30 1st Qu.: 3.050 Median : 4.900 Mean : 4.875 3rd Qu.: 7.125 Max. :10.200



Gas Min. :1.300 1st Qu.:3.500 Median :3.950 Mean :4.071 3rd Qu.:4.625 Max. :7.200



Access the data in a particular column: > whiteside$Temp
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Operations



R has many operators to carry out different mathematical, Relational and logical operations. 1. Arithmetic Operators 2. Relational Operators
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Arithmetic Operators



These operators are used to carry out mathematical operations like addition and multiplication. Here is a list of arithmetic operators available in R. + Addition − Subtraction ∗ Multiplication / Division ∗∗ or hat Exponent %/% Integer Division
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Example a  a+b; a-b [1] 21 [1] -11 > a*b; b/a [1] 80 [1] 3.2 > b%/%a [1] 3 > b^a; b**a [1] 1048576 [1] 1048576
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Relational Operators



Relational operators are used to compare between values. Here is a list of relational operators available in R. < Less than > Greater than = Greater than or equal to == Equal to ! = Not equal to
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Example An example run: k  k k>h [1] FALSE > k h>=20 [1] FALSE > h == 16; [1] TRUE [1] TRUE



h != 5
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Vectors Vectors are the simplest type of object in R. There are 3 main types of vectors: • Numeric vectors • Character vectors • Logical vectors



To set up a numeric vector x consisting of 5 numbers: 10.4, 5.6, 3.1, 6.4, 21.7, use > x  assign("x", c(10.4, 5.6, 3.1, 6.4, 21.7))
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Numeric Vectors To print the contents of x: > x [1] 10.4 5.6 3.1 6.4 21.7 The [1] in front of the result is the index of the first element in the vector x. To access a particular element of x > x[1] [1] 10.4 > x[5] [1] 21.7 Can also do further assignments: > y 
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1. Operation on Vectors 2. Logical Operators
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Operation on Vectors: Computations • Computations are performed element-wise, e.g.



> 1/x [1] 0.096153 0.178571 0.322580 0.156250 0.046082 • Short vectors are recycled to match long ones



> v 


the same length: sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, log, exp, Arith, . . > cos(x) [1] -0.5609843 0.7755659 -0.9991352 0.9931849 -0.9579148
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• Some functions return a single value: sum, mean, max, min,



prod, . . . > sum(x) [1] 47.2 > length(x) [1] 5 > sum(x)/length(x) [1] 9.44 > mean(x) [1] 9.44
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• Some functions return a single value: sum, mean, max, min,



prod, . . . > sum(x) [1] 47.2 > length(x) [1] 5 > sum(x)/length(x) [1] 9.44 > mean(x) [1] 9.44 • Care must be taken when working with complex numbers.



The expression > sqrt(-17) [1] NaN Warning message: In sqrt(-17) : NaNs produced gives NaN (i.e. Not a Number) and a warning
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Generating Sequences R has a number of ways to generate sequences of numbers. These include: • the colon ”:”, e.g.



> 1:10 [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 This operator has the highest priority within an expression, e.g. 2*1:10 is equivalent to 2*(1:10). • the seq() function. (Use ¿ ? seq to find out more about this



function). > seq(1,10) > seq(from=1, to=10) > seq(to=10, from=1) are all equivalent to 1:10.
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Generating Sequences II Can also specify a step size (using by=value) or a length (using length=value) for the sequence. > s1  s1 [1] 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 [12] 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 > s2  s2 [1] 1.00 3.25 5.50 7.75 10.00 .....



5.0



5.5



6.0
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Generating Sequences II Can also specify a step size (using by=value) or a length (using length=value) for the sequence. > s1  s1 [1] 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 [12] 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 > s2  s2 [1] 1.00 3.25 5.50 7.75 10.00 .....



5.0



5.5



The rep() function - replicates objects in various ways. > s3  s3 > s4  s4 [1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4



6.0
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Character Vectors



• To set up a character/string vector z consisting of 4 place



names use > z  z 


> c(z, "Mary", "John") [1] "Canberra" "Sydney" "Newcastle" "Darwin" "Mary" "John"
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Logical Vectors



• A logical vector is a vector whose elements are TRUE, FALSE



or NA. • Are generated by conditions, e.g.



> temp  13 Takes each element of the vector x and compares it to 13. Returns a vector the same length as x, with a value TRUE when the condition is met and FALSE when it is not. • The logical operators are >, >=, 


equality and ! = for inequality. • & and |
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Logical Operators: Summary ! Logical NOT & Element-wise logical AND && Logical AND | Element-wise logical OR || Logical OR Operators & and k perform element-wise operation producing result having length of the longer operand. But && and || examines only the first element of the operands resulting into a single length logical vector. Zero is considered FALSE and non-zero numbers are taken as TRUE. An example run.
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> xx  yy  !xx [1] FALSE



TRUE



TRUE FALSE



> xx&yy [1] FALSE FALSE FALSE



TRUE



> xx&&yy [1] FALSE > xx|yy [1] TRUE > xx||yy [1] TRUE



TRUE FALSE



TRUE
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Missing Values In some cases the entire contents of a vector may not be known. For example, missing data from a particular data set. A place can be reserved for this by assigning it the special value NA. Can check for NA values in a vector x using the command > is.na(x) Returns a logical vector the same length as x with a value TRUE if that particular element is NA. > w  is.na(w)
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Modifying Vectors To alter the contents of a vector, similar methods can be used. • Remember x has contents



> x [1] 10.4 5.6 3.1 6.4 21.7 For example, to modify the 1st element of x and assign it a value 5 use > x[1]  x [1] 5.0 5.6 3.1 6.4 21.7 • The following command replaces any NA (missing) values in



the vector w with the value 0 > w[is.na(w)] 
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Entering Matrix • Suppose you wish to enter, then view the following matrix A



in R A=







1 2 3 4







• You would use the R commands:



> A  A [,1] [,2] [1,] 1 2 [2,] 3 4



• Note that the numbers are, by default, entered into the matrix



column wise, i.e., by column
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Entering a Matrix By Rows



• You can enter the numbers by row, simply by adding an



optional input variable • the R commands:



> A  A [,1] [,2] [1,] 1 2 [2,] 3 4
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Entering a Column Vector



• To enter a p 1 column vector, simply enter a p 1 matrix



> a  a [,1] [1,] 1 [2,] 2 [3,] 3 [4,] 4 • Row vectors are, likewise, entered as 1 q matrices
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Extracting Individual Elements • Create a hypothetical correlation Matrix R as:



R 
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Extracting Individual Elements • Create a hypothetical correlation Matrix R as:



R 


> R[3 ,1] [1] 0.8
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To get an entire row of a matrix, you name the row and leave out the column. 1 2 3 4 5



1 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 -0.80



2 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.80 -0.80



3 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.80 -0.80



4 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 -0.80



5 -0.80 -0.80 -0.80 -0.80 1.00



For example, to get the first row, just enter R[1,] > R[1 ,] [1] 1.0



0.8



0.8



0.8 -0.8



and to get the second colum, just enter R[,2] > R[,2] [1] 0.8



1.0



0.8



0.8 -0.8
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Extracting Several Rows and/or Columns Examine the following examples to see how we can extract any specified range of rows and/or columns. 1 2 3 4 5 >



1 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 -0.80



2 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.80 -0.80



3 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.80 -0.80



R[1:3 ,] [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [1,] 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 -0.8 [2,] 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 -0.8 [3,] 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 -0.8 >



R[1:3 ,1:2] [,1] [,2] [1,] 1.0 0.8 [2,] 0.8 1.0



4 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 -0.80



5 -0.80 -0.80 -0.80 -0.80 1.00
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Matrix Functions Useful functions for matrices include: nrow(), ncol(), t(), rownames(), colnames(). > N  M  nrow(M) [1] 5 > rownames(M) 
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• The t() function is the transposition function (rows become



columns and vice versa). > t(M) A B C D E [1,] -1.0481888 0.7151862 -0.9344186 -1.364473 -0.0702818 [2,] 0.7607466 1.7833982 -2.0547324 -0.227201 -0.5040876
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• The t() function is the transposition function (rows become



columns and vice versa). > t(M) A B C D E [1,] -1.0481888 0.7151862 -0.9344186 -1.364473 -0.0702818 [2,] 0.7607466 1.7833982 -2.0547324 -0.227201 -0.5040876 • Can merge vectors and matrices together, column-wise or row-wise using rbind() (add on rows) or cbind() (add on columns). P  cbind(M,P[-c(6),]) [,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] A -1.0481888 0.7607466 1 2 B 0.7151862 1.7833982 3 4 C -0.9344186 -2.0547324 5 6 D -1.3644727 -0.2272010 7 8 E -0.0702818 -0.5040876 9 10
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Other functions to work on matrices include: > crossprod(A, B) # = t(A) %*% B > diag(n) # Creates a diagonal matrix with # the values in the vector n on # the diagonal > solve(A) # Calculates the inverse of A > eigen(A) # Calculates the eigenvalues and # eigenvectors of A
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